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SUPER POWER is a concentrated, powerful grease   fighter

that will quickly clean the toughest grime. The   non-polluting

formula makes it a great choice for any environmentally

conscious situations where safety is also an issue. Different

dilution ratios allow this product to be a very versatile

cleaner, and it may be used anywhere water is safe to use.

The formula for this product is USDA approved, non-toxic,

non-corrosive and entirely biodegradable. SUPER POWER is

effective on grease, carbon, grime, oil, soap scum, soot, etc.

If you need it cleaned, this is the product of choice. SUPER

POWER will also neutralize most products that are used to

clean and etch concrete such as Omega’s CON RENEW.

Directions: Dilute SUPER POWER according to the project at

hand.  Reduce scrubbing time by using SUPER POWER for all

of your cleaning needs.  Can be used with Omega’s mixing

station for convenient pre-measured solutions.

Areas of Use:

*manufacturing plants

*apartment complexes

*municipalities

*warehouses

*hotels

*golf courses

*malls

*parking lots 

*oil refineries

*printing industry

*schools

Appearance and odor........................Clear/Yellow-Green liquid with butyl odor

Specific Gravity..................................Concentrate - 1.05

VOC...................................................N/A

NFPA Fire Rating...............................Non-Flammable 
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Dilution Ratios:

Water : SUPER POWER
1 part SUPER POWER to 90 parts water.

Use for cleaning with a pressure washer.

1 part SUPER POWER to 50 parts water.

Use for light cleaning such as daily floor

washing.

1 part SUPER POWER to 25 parts water.

Use as an all purpose cleaner on any sur-

face.

1 part SUPER POWER to 10 parts water.

Use on  heavily soiled surfaces such as

tires, grills, motors, fans, AC coils, concrete,

tile, asphalt parking lots.

1 part SUPER POWER to 2 parts water.

Use in extremely heavy soiled conditions

such as cleaning brick ovens, engines,

industrial trucks, buses, crude oil deposits,

soap scum, dumpsters, restaurant equip-

ment.


